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Abstract. Cloud-computing service providers are currently viewed as the best solution to the global need 

for massive data systems because of their superior flexibility, scalability, and cost benefits. Cloud computing 

that is enabled by virtualized services is still constrained, however, by the capacities of the underlying 

physical systems that are combined into sharable pools of resources. The next challenge for computation 

systems will arise when even the cloud is not sufficient. What comes after cloud migration and adoption? In 

this paper, we examine how service providers can manage cloud storage resources and costs when the 

amount of collected data to be retained grows exponentially, to the point that it strains even virtualized 

resource capacities. We assess the analytical frameworks being developed to identify which storage 

architectures can best accommodate the specific needs of large data storage consumers. We also investigate 

the areas in which these fail to fully address the problem, and propose solutions. We argue that a cloud 

storage framework that addresses data volume, data growth trends over time, and requirements for storage 

management will enable service providers to manage cloud storage resources and costs in such a manner that 

the cloud will continue to offer the greatest benefits for the storage of massive data systems. 
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1. Introduction  

Many organizations are faced with the challenge of how to operate and manage information technology 

(IT) in an age of exponential data growth. As different types of data are generated, processed, and stored, 

data increase in terms of size (terabytes to petabytes) and velocity (the rate at which new content is added [1].  

The accumulation of such large volumes of data over time is referred to as “big data,” and represents a 

potentially valuable source of information for organizations [2]. The use of big data is changing the ways 

that organizations operate and do business. Companies use big data to optimize process flow, make 

predictions based on statistical analysis, and a myriad of other business, scientific, and engineering analyses 

[2, 3].  Over time, managing data can present many challenges when developing a data infrastructure to 

accommodate big data [2] . Several issues, such as scaling to meet increased user requests for existing and 

new data, performance demands and continuous availability as the amount of data grows, workload diversity 

as methods for combining and analyzing data increase, and data security as data and analysis products 

become desirable targets for hackers, must be addressed as part of big data analysis [4]. 

Cloud computing, which is a solution to the issues that arise from big data [4], has emerged to provide 

data-intensive computing environments with a cost-effective way to manage elastic (both growth and 

shrinkage) requirements for data and data processing [5]. Cloud architectures specify virtualized IT services 

and resources that are provided over a network by a cloud service provider [6]. Cloud adoption is driven by 

the appeal of lower participation costs, easier scaling, and effective provisioning [7]. Cloud consumers can 

also take advantage of the economic impacts of a scaled-down infrastructure cost (e.g., labor, facilities, and 

utilities) while relying on cloud providers to provide better performance and the guaranteed service quality 

that satisfies requirements for security, availability, and reliability.  

With the exponential growth of data collection that has evolved over time to become big data and the 

growing dependence on IT in almost every field of human endeavor, cloud computing storage systems are 

widely considered to be the most viable solution for managing and preserving data [1]. Cloud consumers 

require storage solutions that are sufficiently heterogeneous, scalable, and flexible to allow for storage reuse 

and data sharing [8]. Systems architects and engineers grapple with ways to design storage architectures that 

deliver the service-quality metrics essential to meet these cloud consumer requirements [9]. 

Because no two cloud service providers are the same, cloud consumer systems architects and engineers 
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require a method to model, test, and evaluate their storage needs to determine the cloud provider that will 

best fit their business, research, or mission needs. This has created the need for a system that can (1) predict 

big data patterns and trends that will affect how big data is stored and (2) identify limitations and necessary 

improvements in current cloud storage infrastructure. In this paper, we examine how service providers can 

manage cloud storage resources and costs as the amount of collected data to be retained continues to grow 

exponentially. 

Our study’s contribution is to propose a solution to data growth.  The optimal cloud storage framework 

(CSF) will address the volume of data growth based on performance requirements for storage management. 

Additionally, the framework should measure and report the behavior of the cloud environment, based on the 

size of the data set.  In this paper, we construct and run cloud simulation models to collect data to answer the 

following research questions:   

 Based on the collected performance data, can an optimal minimal point be identified when using the 

CSF? 

 What improvements can be made to the framework that will assist engineers in increasing cloud 

storage performance? 

Using cloud simulation tools in the CSF to generate the performance data needed for statistical analysis 

can benefit service providers by allowing them to identify methods for managing cloud storage resources, 

costs, and big data. This framework could also assist consumers and consumer system architects and 

engineers to determine which cloud storage provider’s services best fit their needs. The CFS is based on 

general systems engineering principles that will assist service providers and cloud consumers who face 

challenges with the migration and adoption of large data sets to the cloud environment.  

 

1.1.  Related work 

Cloud storage environments are not new. Many researchers and engineers have addressed the problems and 

benefits of cloud storage environments, and numerous articles have discussed the challenges of data 

migration, quality of service, security, and unexpected hardware and software failures. Deciding whether to 

move to the cloud requires that businesses and organizations clearly assess their current infrastructure needs.  

Many articles have provided comprehensive reviews of cloud-based infrastructures and suggestions about 

how to manage different data types in the storage environment [5]. Kolodner et al. [5] propose a storage 

architecture that raises the abstraction level of storage using middleware to modify and manage data as a 

service. The authors discuss current offerings for cloud storage and present conceptual architectures for two 

scenarios. However, no quality of service or cost data are evaluated to determine how the storage solution 

performs for the cases presented.  Another practical storage strategy is to examine the trade-offs between 

computation and storage usage. Yuan et al. [10] introduced a cost model that uses data sets for storage-

producing algorithms to compute costs based on storage and computation. A cloud simulation tool called 

SwinCloud was used to test data sets with random sizes ranging from 100 GB to 1 TB. This approach—of 

using different data types of random sizes—takes into account the importance of size when analyzing storage 

functionality and performance. Unfortunately, the cost data that were used for the model and simulation 

came from only one service provider. Identifying trends, patterns, and limitations requires larger data sets 

and the comparison of several service providers’ costs.   

Quality of service (QoS) plays an important role in consumers’ and engineers’ decisions about which 

cloud service provider to choose [11]. Zhang et al.  [11] propose an infrastructure for a large-scale cloud 

cluster and focus on storage components, but the size of the data set used for the experiment was relatively 

small (1 GB). This is a differentiated approach to providing services based on the data path and the priority 

of the class of user based on allocations made by a management and scheduling panel. Differentiated cloud 

storage resources assist with latency and throughput, but other aspects of storage resources, such as Central 

Processing Unit (CPU) utilization and Random Access Memory (RAM), are not addressed. Throughput is 

important for the user to access the data faster; however, to truly study data behavior, all resources that 

impact data should be evaluated and analyzed.   

Other studies have provided insight into the evolution of the data center environment. Kant [12] puts into 

perspective why cloud consumers are adopting cloud-based storage solutions, namely, the costly challenges 

and issues involved in maintaining data centers [12]. With the growing use of data centers to store massive 

amounts of data, rapid data growth can pose significant challenges for data centers and their customers [13]. 

In addition, with the increase in application build-ups and Virtual Machine (VM) scale-outs, bandwidth 

(throughput) rates can potentially cause degradation of transfer rates, which in turn causes storage 
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performance problems—such as latency—that can require data centers to increase their capacity to satisfy 

customer requirements [13].  

Once a consumer categorizes his or her data, the CFS framework helps to assess the data’s behavior in a 

virtualized environment using the response surface method (RSM), which is an alternative variance 

reduction and optimization method used in a variety of fields [14]. We use RMS to examine multiple 

parameters that impact storage performance to determine the near-optimal settings for predictor variables 

[14]. Use of this technique for state-of-the-art information systems such as clouds allows researchers, cloud 

service providers, and consumers to identify the optimal performance parameters to transmit, compute, and 

store large data sets in the cloud. Understanding the cloud infrastructure and architecture allows systems 

engineers and other users to build and make changes to best optimize the system. 

 

2. Cloud Storage Framework (CFS): A Proposed Solution 

The report “How Fast Is Our Data Volume Growing?” [15] shows that data stored in enterprise data 

centers will increase by sixty percent annually. Such a high annual increase demonstrates the importance of 

finding better solutions to managing data growth.  CFS is based on the design of experiments (DOE) 

methodology, which is a tool used by research engineers and scientists to simultaneously determine how the 

interactions of many factors will affect the output design of the system being modeled.  CFS uses an 

academic cloud simulation tool called CloudSim to measure the performance of cloud resources as data grow 

and begin to accumulate in the cloud environment [16].  The results of the cloud simulation can be analyzed 

further using RSM to gain a better understanding of the observed behavior of data growing in the cloud 

simulated environment.  For the purposes of this paper, we will model a two-factor interaction to determine 

what minimal optimal point(s) can be predicted for the output results for the cloud storage performance 

factors CPU and RAM.  

 

2.1.   Design Of Experiments (DOE)  
DOE is an applied statistical method used to assist researchers in gaining knowledge about a system based on 

input and output factors.  Figure 1 depicts the typical principles associated with conducting a DOE [17]. 

 
Figure 1:  DOE Process 

Using DOE, researchers are able to determine which individual factors interact with each other and how 

this interaction impacts the output results.  After conducting the DOE, researchers should have gained a 

better understanding of their system’s behavior based on results that will provide answers to the following 

questions [18]: 

 What are the key factors in the experiment? 

 What are acceptable performance settings for the system? 

 What are the key system interactions noted, based on the output? 

 Which settings would provide less variation in the output? 

Finally, using SAS JMP, the following consecutive steps were performed to develop a design model for 

the CFS framework [18]: 

 Design screening to narrow the input variables for evaluation.  
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 Use the full factorial design to study the response combination of factors to determine the region of 

interest in which the process is close to an optimization maximum or minimum.  

 Generate a response surface and analyze the response factors that contribute to the optimum region.  

  

2.2. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) 
RSM is part of the DOE statistical technique family.  RSM uses the DOE process and statistical analysis to 

determine which input factors are significant interactions that affect the output measures [19].  These factors 

generate responses that develop the empirical model for the response surface. If the model can be defined as 

a linear model, then the first-order model is used.  When using multiple input factors, a higher degree 

polynomial should be used. The general form of a model for a response variable y with linear terms and 

interaction terms up to order N is[20] 

Y= +   

Finally, the application of RSM can be employed to determine what factors can be used to pinpoint the 

optimum response.  A design can be selected for fitting a second-order model.  Central composite design is 

the method most commonly used [19].  SAS JMP will generate the analysis of variance to determine the 

goodness of fit for the model.  Finally, contour and three-dimensional surface plots can be generated to help 

researchers visualize which factors of the model significantly relate to the response on the surface.   

In the next section, we will discuss how data will be captured using DOE to develop the RMS empirical 

model for the response surface. 

3.   Data and Experiments 

3.1.   Cloud Data Center Simulation  
Cloud infrastructure services, or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), generally consist of computing 

resources such as processing, storage, and networks that can be simulated by the cloud using a layered 

architecture [16]. Along with the extension layer, the simulator supports the modeling of cloud behavior 

based on interfaces such as virtual machines (VMs), memory, storage, and bandwidth [16]. Using a 

CloudSim GUI extension, such as CloudReports, a cloud customer can study different VM provisioning 

based on their cloud workload by simply changing the input parameters to model a particular scenario [21]. 

In CloudSim, the data center manages a specific number of hosts. Each host is assigned to one or more VMs 

based on the policy that is created in CloudReports. The data center host can be preconfigured and assigned a 

process capability, which is stated in terms of millions of instructions per second (MIPS), allocated random 

access memory (RAM), storage sectioning, and processing elements (cores) to the VMs [22]. This layer can 

easily be used by a cloud service provider to determine the issues that are associated with provisioning the 

host to the VMs.  Additionally, CloudSim allows the customer to study performance rates based on the 

applications and functionality of the VMs, based on the workload. The user can set virtualizations services in 

CloudReports, such as the number of VMs, the VM image size, scheduling priorities, and the VM [21].  

Using CloudReports, we represent a virtualized data center to evaluate the increase in the amount of data.   

In the next section, we demonstrate how this tool was used to observe the growth of data in a cloud 

environment.  

3.2.    Experimental Setup and Workload Generation 

We consider a number of workloads by varying the size of the output files and other data center storage 

resources.  By increasing the size of the input and output files, we are able to simulate the data growth in the 

cloud.  A series of experiments was conducted while closely monitoring the performance input variables for 

Customer 1, as shown in Table 1.  

In Experiments 1-5, the output sizes of the files being stored in the Data Center for Customer 1 ranged 

from 1 MB to 1.2 MB. Other customer resource configurations are set to manage the cloud workload. The 

virtualized resources of Experiments 1-5, such as the machine amount, VM image size, and bandwidth, are 

the baseline input parameters that are used to conduct the experiment. The parameters were chosen to 

resemble a virtual machine using cloud technology that can process large amounts of data. Setting a realistic 

VM environment at the onset of testing increases the likelihood that a machine that uses the same 

configurations will perform acceptably as the amount of data grows rapidly in the cloud environment.  

Experiments 6-19 used some of the same baseline configurations while increasing the VM image size, 

processing capability of the VM (MIPS), and output files. Increasing these configurations could potentially 
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degrade the performance of resources, such as storage in the cloud environment. The remaining experiments 

(20-48) increased the configurations to simulate saturating the resources so that extreme output values could 

be captured for optimization.  

 

Table 1: Performance Input Variables for Customer 1 

Experiment 
VM 

Amount 

VM 

Imagine 

VM 

BW 

VM 

Priority 

Virtual 

PE 
MIPS VM Ram PE 

Max 

Length 

File 

Size 

Output  

Size 

1-5 1 1,000 155,000 1 4 4,000 1,024 8 65,000 25,000 
1.0 x 106-

1.2 x 106 

6-19 1 1,500 155,000 1 4 5,000 1,024 8 65,000 25,000 
1.4 x 106-

2.1 x 106 

20-24 1 2,000 155,000 1 4 6,000 1,024 8 65,000 25,000 
2.2 x 106- 

2.6 x 106 

25-35 1 2,000 155,000 1 8 7,000 1,024 8 65,000 50,000 
2 x 106-  3.1 

x 106 

36-48 1 3,000 155,000 1 8 8,000 1,024 8 65,000 75,000 
3.3 x 106-

10.9 x 106 

 

After running the experiments, the input and output values were captured in Table 2 for statistical 

analysis using SAS JMP software, which has a number of platforms for data analysis.  For instance, the Fit 

Model platform allows the user to fit multiple output values against the input effects used to create the data 

set.  The fitting platform offers the user a multiple fit regression model, models with complex effects, RSMs, 

and multivariate models for analysis.  It also has special screening tools for cube plots, prediction profilers, 

and contour profilers.  We will use the continuous response using the following x-input variables to represent 

customer performance parameters [23]:   

 Virtual machine image (VMI):  A single file that contains a virtual disk with a bootable operating 

system and other software applications.  

 Virtual processing element (VPE): A virtual processor is a single logical processor that is exposed to 

a partition by the hypervisor.  

 Million instructions per seconds (MIPS): This is a general measure of computing performance and, 

by implication, the amount of work a larger computer can do. 

 Processing element (PE): A physical processor is effectively a hierarchically ordered collection of 

logical processors with some form of shared system resources.  

 File size: Initial size of the file being stored in the simulator.  

 Output size: Final size of the file being stored in the simulator.  

The Y variables are the output responses generated by the CloudReport tool.  The following Y output 

responses will be fitted to the model: 

 CPU:  Where most of the calculations are performed; considered to be the brains of the computer.  

This value in CloudReport represents usage by the multiple cores, which are independently 

processing computing instructions.   

 RAM: A discrete amount of memory assigned to run the virtual machine.  This value in CloudReport 

represents the memory usage required to execute a virtual machine instance. 

In the next section, we will report the results generated to produce models for the output responses for 

the CPU and RAM and conduct analyses to determine the model’s validity and whether an optimum 

minimum response was generated for the output responses. 

  

3.3.    Analysis and Results  

3.3.1.   Model Validity Assessment 
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We analyzed our results to determine whether the two-level factorial design could accurately model the 

response.  Standard regression outputs for the model are shown in Table 2.   

3.2.2.   Prediction Profiler with Minimum Desirability Set for Response Analysis 

After determining which variables are considered a good fit and significant to the second-order polynomial, 

we can begin the optimization process.  Using JMP’s Prediction Profiler, or simply Profiler, allows us to 

explore cross sections of predicted responses across multiple factors.  Based on the values predicted to 

produce a minimal value for CPU and RAM, the Profiler tool yielded the results shown in Figures 2 and 3.  

Table 2:  Model Summary Of Fit Table For Output Response CPU And RAM 

 CPU RAM 

R-squared .7350319 .196599 

R-squared adj. .584863 .031751 

Root mean square error 21.206326 .391705 

Mean of response 105.4658 95.09479 

Observations (sum of weights) 48 48 

 

The R-squared value measures the proportion of variation around the mean explained by our polynomial 

model [24]. If R-squared is 1, the model is considered to be a perfect fit [25]; a zero value indicates that the 

fit did not improve from the simple mean model [25].  R-squared increases with the number of variables 

added to the polynomial.  A model that has too many predictor variables will begin to model random noise in 

the data.   Therefore, adding more variables can overfit the model and lessen its ability to make 

extrapolations about the data [25].  Adjusted R-squared is a modification of R-squared that adjusts for the 

number of terms in a model.  R-squared always increases when a new term is added to a model, but adjusted 

R-squared increases only if the new term improves the model [25].  Table 2 shows the values of R-squared 

and R-squared adjusted that best represent a fit model for further analysis. 

 

 

 
Figure 2:  CPU Prediction Profiler 
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Figure 3:  RAM Prediction Profiler 

 

The desirability function allows the researcher to choose an operating condition for an overall 

desirability-optimized value, such as a minimum or maximum [26].  The desirability function is a 

transformation of the response variable to a 0 to 1 scale [26].  A response of 0 represents a completely 

undesirable response, and 1 represents the most desirable response [11].  Based on the Prediction Profiler, 

the values shown below were considered the most desirable minimum responses for the CPU and RAM 

models.  

 

Table 3:  Most Desirable Minimum Prediction Profiler Values 

Virtual Machine Imagine 3,800 

Virtual Process Elements 6 

MIPS 6,333 

File Size 44,271 

Output Size 3,407,200 

 

The desirability function can be used to make the appropriate trade-offs when optimizing a system’s 

performance in the cloud.  Due to the dynamic and agile environment of cloud resources, it is difficult to find 

a global optimal minimum.  When equipment is off or not in use, the optimum minimal will be zero. Because 

of this limitation, we can only define a feasible operating region for optimal performance [27]. By using 

response surface plots, the researchers are better able to pinpoint feasible operation regions.   

3.3.3.   Response Surface 3D Plot 

A response surface is a graph of a response variable as a function of the various factors.  One important 

aspect of RSM is visualizing the response.  Response surface plots were used to assist us in:  

 Observing how changes in variables affect a response of interest. 

 Finding variable levels that optimize a response. 

 Selecting operating conditions that meet specifications. 

 The response surface 3D plot for CPU and RAM are shown in Figure 4. The CPU response surface plots 

represent a minimum curvature pattern.  The VMI variables depict a strong interaction with the other 

response variables (i.e., VPE, MIPS, File Size, and Output Size), with the optimal region of interest centered 

on the values predicted for desirability.  For example, in Figure 4(a) the response surface shows that the 

region of interest for minimal optimum points lies on a slightly curved plane within the green areas; stronger 

responses are darker green.  In Figure 4(b) the response is in the saddle surface, which shows increases and 
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decreases in the response. Visualizing the region of interest is easier to see in this display plot, due to the 

descending curvature in the center represented by the highlighted green values.  Figure 4(c) shows a response 

curvature similar to Figure 4(a), with VMI and File Size values to decrease CPU appearing toward the center 

of the plane. Figure 4(d) shows a flatter-plane response plot, indicating that this response has very little 

impact on the output response for CPU.  

 

 
(a) VMI and VPE   (b) VMI and MIPS 

 
(c) VMI and File Size   (d) VMI and Output Size 

Figure 4:  CPU Response Surface 3D Plots 
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(a) VMI and VPE  (b) VMI and MIPS 

 
(c) VMI and File Size  (d) VMI and Output Size 

Figure 5:  RAM Response Surface 3D Plots 

 

 

RAM responses all generated planes with slight curvature plots.  Additional shading was needed to clearly 

see the optimal area of interest.  Due to lack of curvature, we are reevaluating the second-order polynomial 

for the RAM.  Figure 5(a)’s plot shows the plane responding with descending values for RAM for VMI and 

VPE.  This plot shows the most significant correlation of the variables based on the output response for 

RAM.  Plots in Figures 5(b) and (c) show the plane responses increasing for VMI, MIPS, and File Size with 

respect to RAM.  Figure 5(d)’s plot depicts a gradual increase of RAM values toward the center of the plane, 

as VMI and Output Size increase.   

 

4. Conclusions and Future Work  

The purpose of this research was to observe exponential data growth in the cloud storage environment 

and develop an approach to determine how to assess and determine current storage needs for the cloud.  Due 

to the strain that large data workloads place on cloud storage architecture, the CFS—which uses current 

cloud-simulation tools—is limited in its capabilities and cannot simulate a storage environment when 

bombarded with random IOPS requests.  Today, cloud designs for resources such as networks, computation, 

and storage hinge on choosing the right size of virtual instance [28], which is an operating system (OS) or 

application environment installed on software that imitates dedicated hardware [29]. Applications and data 

hosting in the cloud environment can quickly consume the vast amount of resources assigned to a virtual 

instance.  Understanding the behavior of the applications, data, and cloud resources is vital to understanding 

how to optimize a customer’s performance in the cloud. 
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CPU usage is the amount of actively used virtual CPU as percentage of available CPU.  Windows users 

can access CPU usage via the Task Manager.  Short spikes in CPU usage are considered normal; however, 

extended usage values above 90 percent could impact performance by introducing latency.  RAM usage is 

similar to CPU, as it also represents the virtual hardware memory being used by the guest physical host.  

Generally, users would want a slightly larger memory size to accommodate workload spikes.  If the host 

feels that a machine needs more memory, it can be swapped or increased based on what is available in the 

host’s resource pool.  If virtual machines begin demanding greater memory than available, this could 

potentially degrade performance of the cloud storage system.  These two resources produce values that are 

unique to their workloads.  Understanding RAM and CPU utilization are crucial for optimizing a resource-

management strategy for the cloud storage system. 

We will continue to examine areas in the response surface plane and conduct tests to identify ways to 

improve optimal response regions.  Future research will seek ways to lower overuse of resources such as 

RAM, CPU, and power as data continue to grow in the cloud environment.  When considering the adoption 

of any cloud service, a consumer must have a clear understanding of and the technical knowledge necessary 

to manage their data in the cloud.  Resource utilization for RAM, CPU, and power can be expensive based 

on consumption.  The purpose of the CFS is to assist the consumer in understanding how large data needs 

would behave in the cloud environment and how to reduce these resources while ensuring the storage 

system’s best performance.  Study results indicate that large data sets have the potential to overcommit 

resources, and this could impact how data are accessed and stored.   

In conclusion, this article presents an approach that can assist cloud storage consumers in managing their 

storage resources by using a framework that consists of cloud simulation modeling and optimization using 

RSM.  The CFS is a new approach that will assist researchers in future work on methods for handling 

exponential data growth in the cloud storage environment.  We will investigate ways to improve the cloud 

simulation tool that models the IaaS environment, adding server inputs for data access patterns associated 

with saturating the amount of I/O request before latency increases and degrades server performance. As data 

continue to be valued and grow, continual research for cloud storage services is needed to deliver consistent, 

reliable, and efficient cloud storage performance—and, enhanced by ongoing research, CFS will help meet 

current and future needs. 
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